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Introduction
Our brave new world
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Technology and science in service of efficiency and convenience. While expressed in
a multitude of iterations and approaches, this basic idea establishes the very founda-

tion of most—if not all—smart systems that have come to colonize our buildings and

cities. These systems are also often accompanied by an explicit promise that each

time any iteration of this conceptual equation is solved, we will find ourselves closer
to a societal bliss on the verge of utopia. Furthermore, with this promise of a better,

more efficient and safer society, smart systems and devices justify any (potential)
shortcomings as small sacrifices on the path towards a greater good. And this needs
further disentangling.

Perhaps unsurprisingly, the same ideas, reasoning and ambitions could be

used to describe the futuristic society imagined in 1931 by Aldous Huxley in his

novel Brave New World.1 However, beyond the promises of technology and effi-
ciency, Huxley presented the social implications of such a pursuit by introducing

his readership to a sinister and insidious society, or World State, of futuristic land-

scapes and technical marvels controlled by powerful elites. With a clear inspiration

in Fordism, particularly as an industrial paradigm of mass production, standardiza-

tion and predictability as well as an economic regime of a virtuous cycle of mass

production and mass consumption, Huxley presented the logical conclusion of uto-

pian attempts of societal efficiency at the cost of individual freedom: a totalitarian
consumerist regime purged of everyday human concepts in which history is con-

sidered to be “bunk.”2
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Much like the World State, today’s smart systems in architecture and cities

attempt to shape or suppress human behavior for the sake of a more efficient (and
therefore inevitably improved) society, purposefully blurring the boundaries between

collective and individual, public and private. Thus, issues first described almost 90
years ago in Brave New World continue to be remarkably relevant today, almost clair-

voyant when considering the ongoing debates regarding smart systems in architec-

ture and urbanism.

From smart meters to smart buildings, from smart materials to smart grids,

from smart communication to smart citizens. Increasingly the world around us is

becoming smart. Throughout history buildings and cities have undergone major shifts.

Today, the smart transition is in full swing, remodeling the world around us in a more

fundamental way than we might fully understand.

To engage with the smart transformation and to discuss the issue of “smart-

ness” in architecture and cities, the editors of this book initiated, from November 15th

to 17th 2018, the 15th Architectural Humanities Research Association International

Conference at the Department of the Built Environment, Eindhoven University of Tech-

nology (TU/e). Titled “Smartness? Between Discourse and Practice,” the conference

brought together more than 100 scholars from 30 countries worldwide.

The city of Eindhoven was a particularly appropriate host for this confer-

ence, since in the past few years it has embarked on an ambitious quest to

become one of the leaders—in the Netherlands and beyond—of “smart” urban

solutions. This is best articulated in its establishment of Brainport Eindhoven,

which is branding itself as “Europe’s leading innovative top technology region.”3

Through this program, the city is not only retrofitting smart systems into existing
urban fabric, such as the massive deployment of networks and sensors across

the city’s center, but also in developing new smart urban districts, such as the

Brainport Smart District development project in Helmond.4 Likewise, the Eind-

hoven University of Technology has been deeply invested in researching smart

architectural and urban systems both as an active member of the Brainport Eind-

hoven program and through a wide range of other projects and collaborations. But

while both the city of Eindhoven and the Eindhoven University of Technology

have been important instigators for research into smart technologies, their

research has thus far concentrated on technical aspects of architectural and urban

smart systems, a pursuit that has sometimes come at the cost of a broader

understanding regarding their social contexts and effects. As such, the broader

reflection on technology and its meaning provided by this conference seemed par-
ticularly appropriate.

Effectively, the critical presence of the conference in this city—and in this

university—was perhaps best captured in one of the conference’s opening speeches,

by philosopher of architecture Jacob Voorthuis, as he discussed smartness and its

relation to wisdom. Accordingly, he observed that “to be smart, is to be clean, tidy

and well-dressed or, informally, to show a quick-witted intelligence,” while, con-

versely, wisdom was “to know good means to good ends and to know their value.”5
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Now, more than ever, it seemed important to question the good ends and the value

of smart systems in architecture and the city.

Defining smart?

“Smart” has become the catch-all phrase to indicate the advent of a charged techno-

logical shift that has been propelled by the promises of safer, more convenient,

healthier and more efficient forms of living. The majority of politicians, infrastructure
planners, security specialists, high-tech representatives and many more seem to

agree that the smart transition of buildings and cities is self-evident and inevitable.

But behind this apparent consensus many contradictions and open questions emerge.

Architecture and the city are intertwined. However, while there is a broad

body of scholarship surrounding the notion of the “smart city,” literature on “smart

architecture” has thus far received less attention. Anthony Townsend defines smart
cities as “places where information technology is combined with infrastructure, archi-

tecture, everyday objects, and even our bodies to address social, economic, and envir-

onmental problems.”6

Large corporations, such as Cisco, Siemens, Microsoft, IBM, Hitachi and

others, have been major drivers of discourses, as they have come to appreciate the

business opportunities inherent to this transition. These corporations “see big money

as growing cities turn to tech,” since they are able to sell technology solutions “to

address real and urgent problems such as those related to health and aging, traffic
congestion and environmental quality.”7 Innovations pursued and offered by these

large corporations are often technology-driven, with limited positioning on its impact

on everyday life. Recently, Hug March and Ramon Ribera-Fumaz, and Alberto Vanolo

and Rob Kitchin have criticized this lack of social contexts when it comes to the appli-

cation of Smart City concepts.8 Others like Mike Crang and Stephen Graham, Robert

Hollands and Mark Shepard, for example, have all criticized the technocratic and

depoliticized view of smart-city policies for its non-committal, ambiguous definition, its
lack of theoretical underpinnings, as well as the corporatization of urban governance

due to the influence of the private (technological) sector and the manipulation of big
data.9 It is often unclear how Information and Communication Technology (ICT) and

its applications are embedded within urban and architectural environments. The

absence of an integrated inter- and transdisciplinary view on how these applications

impact everyday life demands analysis and better articulation.

The title of this book, Architecture and the Smart City, aims to address this

neglect. It also intends to question why architecture has received so little attention,

despite being a central building block within the “smart city” fabric. It is in architec-

ture that we spend time, that we sleep, recover, produce, trade and meet. Reflecting
on the increased ubiquity of smart systems in architecture, Rem Koolhaas suggested

that we must shift our perception of “architecture’s new relationship with technol-

ogy,” since smart systems in architecture (and urbanism) are “catalyzing a nearly
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invisible shift … that is nevertheless far more profound and ubiquitous than the stylis-

tic trends that have been the primary effects of digital technology on [architecture]

thus far.”10 Specifically, Koolhaas warns, “[t]he tech world’s gradual colonization of
architecture is taking place without the collaboration of its host.”11

So, if conversations around the smart city have been growing in reflection
and thinking, what is the role of architecture in this brave new world? How do smart

systems transform architecture? Why are architects not more engaged in these dis-

courses? These questions seem hard to answer and position, as the “smart” transi-

tion brings together a broad range of different challenges, stakeholders, interests,

timeframes, spatial scales and technologies: ubiquitous computing, democratic partici-

pation, safety monitoring, shared driving, autonomous elderly living, connectivity,

unprecedented efficiency and many more. And it is precisely the vagueness of the
term “smart” that has enabled the success story of the “smart city” concept as

a welcomed projection for a broad range of stakeholders, issues and intentions.

Nevertheless, discussions regarding the use of technology and cybernetics in

architecture had been occurring long before the current proliferation of the Internet of

Things (IoT) and other smart systems. In the 1960s, people like the British cybernetician

Gordon Pask and the American architect Nicholas Negroponte first developed the con-
cept of architecture machines in which human and machine collaborated to affect how

architecture was both designed and experienced. These early experiments focused par-

ticularly on a convergence between human and machine through interactions that could

challenge the static qualities of architecture and make it dynamically responsive.12

What was most interesting about these early efforts, however, was how these sys-

tems were not always efficiency-driven, but how the interaction between human and
architecture machine was also regulated by dynamic criteria framed by underspecified
goals. An interaction which, according to Usman Haque, was based on a completely dif-

ferent notion than “that used in many of today’s so-called interactive systems, which

are premised on unproductive and prespecified circular, deterministic reactions” in
which systems contain “a finite amount of information and the human simply navigates
through an emerging landscape to uncover it all.”13

In the early 2000s, as the effects of ubiquitous computing on architecture

were becoming increasingly noticeable, discussions regarding the interaction between

human and environment continued to develop. Technological advances allowed archi-

tecture to now be smart, that is, to be interactive and present itself as an interface

between users and their surroundings. In fact, according to Ed van Hinte, Marc

Neelen, Jaques Vink and Piet Vollaard, by mediating “the demands and desires of

users and environment,” smart architecture was “behaving intelligently” and thus

allowing architecture to become efficient and do more with less.14

But even as these authors identified smart architecture with the techno-
logical advances of ubiquitous computing—specifically the deployment of sensors “to
build up a ‘memory’ and to learn”—they nevertheless questioned the almost dog-

matic positivism associated with technological-driven solutions and attempted to

broaden the notion of smartness in architecture beyond technological apparatuses. In

fact, they warned that “[s]ometimes a simple and hence ostensibly ‘dumb’ building
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[was] smarter than a technology-dominated living-and-working machine over which

the user has lost control.”15 The loss of user control and meaningful human–machine

interaction in smart architecture seems to have only escalated since then.

The advent of big data, IoT and Artificial Intelligence (AI) has promised that our
buildings will learn and do more with less. While these promises remain far from being

fulfilled, the critique offered by authors such as Hollands on the all too often “selfcongra-
tulatory” tones that cities put forward is far removed from reality. His article “Will the

real smart city please stand up?” questions what it means to be smart and, perhaps

more importantly, the means to get there. His argument that “progressive(ly) smart[er]

cities must seriously start with people and the human capital side of the equation, rather

than blindly believing that IT itself can automatically transform and improve cities”

echoes Voorthuis’ nexus between smartness and wisdom.16

Where we seem to have ended up is at an ambiguous yet seemingly ubiqui-

tous position where information technology can provide us with solutions that almost

seem utopian. Using what Hug March and Ramon Ribera-Fumaz have labelled a “re-

politicisation of the Smart City debate” to address the concern that smart systems

“can function to disguise entrepreneurial urban development and further privatisation

of urban services delivery under the veil of a new hype of ecological and technological

branding,” the editors put forward the need to critically question where the debate on

architecture and smart cities is headed.17

Question/ambitions

This book aims to explore discourses and practices of architecture and the smart city

by engaging with a broad understanding of smart technologies. The philosopher of

technology Andrew Feenberg suggests one should develop a broad understanding of

technologies as one that conceives them not merely as “efficiency oriented practices,
but [as practices that] include their contexts as these are embodied in design and

social insertion.”18 Such a broad understanding includes questions of responsibility,

accountability, ethics, participation, knowledge (necessary to both produce and partici-

pate) and many more. To illustrate this line of thought Feenberg discussed the house

as an example of both a complex technical object as well as an exceptionally rich and

meaningful life environment. Today houses have become concentrations of techno-

logical devices: electricity, plumbing, heating, cooling, communication networks and

diverse mechanical building technologies. To the builder the house consists essen-

tially of these things. But to the dweller the house is his home, his romanticized life

world in which many devices are obscured and hidden behind gypsum boards and

flower wallpaper.

The house considered as a concentration of devices is at least conceptually

different from the house as a human environment. The one belongs to the

realm of technology, the other to the lifeworld of meaning. […] But from
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an experiential standpoint these two dimensions—device and meaning,

technical and lifeworld practice—and are inextricably intertwined.19

Essentially Feenberg encourages us to overcome the “ontological split between tech-

nology and meaning.” Instead he suggests focusing our attention on the “struggle

between different types of actors differently engaged with technology and

meaning.”20 And in “smart” architecture and cities there are expansive assemblies of

different stakeholders that are entangled.

This way we can explore how “smart city” concepts and their architecture

become interpreted and translated into specific contexts. To position this and more,
this volume—and its chapters authored by scholars across the disciplines of architec-

ture, urbanism, geography, history and art—share the concern of how smart buildings

and cities are being conceived, implemented, manipulated and assessed. The ques-

tions of what we can learn from history to inform the future, who is in control and

how our built environment is shaped by these choices, are recurring themes through-

out the chapters, that have here been organized into four parts, namely: Histories and

Futures, Agency and Control, Materialities and Spaces, and Networks and Nodes.

Across these four parts, the multitude of examples, projects and theoretical framings

provides the beginning of a framework to examine architecture and the smart city in

both conceptual and practical detail.

Histories and futures

While visions of smart architecture and smart cities are often accused of being ahis-

torical, the concepts and precepts on which these visions are based have a long trad-

ition in discourse and practice. As such, the historical precedents for technological

optimism, the dogmatic belief in information, and the pursuit of efficiency through
homogeneity (as, for example, during the High Modern period) can be contrasted with

today’s challenges on smart appropriations.21

The crucial role of discourse in positioning smart systems, defining expect-
ations, structuring experience and, ultimately, shaping reality provides an important

entry point into this part. A close reading of current discourse reveals not just

a similarity of generic and apolitical claims, or frictionless futures that are here critically

analyzed, but one that can also be traced back to a narrowing of the discussion pur-

posefully instrumentalized by ICT corporations. Another common trait in past and pre-

sent visions of the future of our architecture and cities is found in their varied utopian

ambitions of developing an ideal society. A closer look at the very notion of utopia, as

first coined by Thomas More, however, identifies the primacy of the collective over the
individual, of uniformity over individuality, of control over freedom, to not only question

what one would willingly abdicate for an ideal society, but what would be so ideal

about such a society.22 Thus, utopia becomes dangerously close to dystopia, with

a boundary between both that becomes particularly permeable with “technological
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developments [that] stimulate expectations of enhanced connectivity and a better qual-

ity of life” in which increasing (private) systems of control claim to foster common

wealth.23

Ultimately, this first part explores the making of tomorrow and its embed-
dedness in the past. Therefore, while grounded in the discussion of historical prece-

dent, this part is not merely determined by reflecting on history but also by the
increasingly risky activity of projecting into the future, even if the future is unlikely to

unfold in that way.

The part opens with Nick Dunn and Paul Cureton discussing the dichotomy

between the visions of smart cities as clean technology-driven utopias—largely being

promoted by major ICT corporations—and the reality of infrastructure, piecemeal

development, and the inefficiencies that are typical of city life. Beyond reflecting on
the disjunction between vision and reality, Dunn and Cureton detect further problem-

atic issues in the presentation of smart cities as conspicuously bland, generic, ahistor-

ical and apolitical spaces, particularly by questioning the latent alternatives these

common visions hide or discredit.

The questioning of dominant narratives is continued by Antoine Picon and

Thomas Shay Hill, who present a powerful account of the smart city that rejects the

narrative of the smart city as a radical paradigm shift. Instead Picon and Hill develop

an explicit historical perspective in which they ground the emergence of the smart

city in the historic developments of statistical techniques and cybernetics. In addition,

they provide an overview of the wide range of players involved in the smart city

movement in order to emphasize differences and similarities between current expres-

sions and predecessors of the smart city.

Oliver Schürer similarly reflects on the differences and similarities between
current smart city discourse and its conceptual predecessors, specifically by question-
ing the utopian conceptualization that has become central to most discussions.

Through a close reading of Thomas More’s Utopia, Schürer eloquently reveals how

some central claims and arguments in current smart cities discourse are, in fact,

a subversion of the utopian tradition that has only been made possible by transform-

ing the term “smart” into a powerful floating signifier, which by omitting rather than
emitting meaning can be adapted to any desired meaning.

In the following chapter, Angel Callander also develops a historic perspec-

tive of the smart city by exploring the traditions of utopian imaginary regarding con-

formity, leisure and connectivity. Callander explicates how capitalism subsumed

utopian thinking and thus gave birth to the smart development in architecture and

urbanism.

In the final chapter of this part, Sonja Hnilica unpacks the association of smart
cities and thinking machines through the use of metaphors. Specifically, Hnilica traces
the history of the use of metaphors to understand the city as a complex entity without

clearly defined boundaries in order to better position current perceptions of the smart
city. From the city as a thinking person as coined by ancient philosophers, to the machine

analogy so important in modernity, to the current notion of the city as a thinking machine,

the way we think about the city inevitably shapes how the city is created.
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Agency and control

The part on agency and control presents texts that question the emerging power

structures and ensuing exclusion and inclusion enabled by smart systems, while also

exploring new forms of agency enabled by those same power structures. How can

smart systems foster new ways to engage with buildings and cities? With the all-

seeing eye, the all-knowing brain, smart systems promise to be all knowable and con-

trollable in new, dynamic, reactive ways, but at what cost?

If Jeremy Bentham’s panopticon emerged as the clearest architectural expres-

sion of Michel Foucault’s disciplinary society, the current deployment of smart systems

in architecture and urbanism appears to provide the clearest architectural and urban

expression of Gilles Deleuze’s conception of the societies of control.24 This new data

regime with its hidden apparatuses was, already in the early 1990s, presciently labelled

by Deleuze as “societies of control.”25 In analyzing the broader societal and cultural

implications of this regime, Deleuze made several salient points. Among those was the

structural observation that in societies of control, control was exerted in a concealed

form. This was identified as a remarkable transformation from the disciplinary societies
previously identified by Foucault, in which the visibility of the control apparatus was
a key component for establishing dominance through the binary of control/power (pri-

marily by being a constant reminder of the existing power structures).26

According to Deleuze, the hidden nature of the apparatus was its most cru-

cial quality, since it enabled all of its other traits. First and foremost, by obscuring the

apparatuses for control, the society of control can present itself as freedom, when, in

fact, a hierarchical observation with normalizing judgement is present (not so dissimi-

lar to a disciplinary society). Furthermore, by remaining hidden, the apparatus of con-

trol is established as a disseminated matrix of information, pervading all areas of

society and thus colonizing spaces that used to be private. Effectively, everything is

monitored and encoded so as to be analyzed against patterns of what is acceptable

and unacceptable. As Deleuze put it, “the different control mechanisms are insepar-

able variations, forming a system of variable geometry the language of which is

numerical.”27

In this part’s first chapter, Romain Curnier and Adrien Grigorescu provide
a reflection on how the architectural typology of the office has been transformed
through the deployment of smart objects, ICT, and the ubiquity of the network. Spe-

cifically, they question the modern reorganization of work enabled by smart systems
as it increasingly blurs the realms of workspace and home, work and leisure, as well

as production and consumption.

Issues of agency and control are further explored in Benjamin Tippin’s reflec-
tion on the role of turn-by-turn navigation software in reshaping not only our habits

and perceptions of our environment, but also the physical development of urban

fabric. Tippin presents Waze as an affirmative engine of Marc Couroux’s concept of
cyberaffordance, reinforcing capitalist futures through cybernetic feedback while creat-

ing a site of capital development in which participation in its data collection is
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transformed into “soft” urban redevelopment—subjecting peripheral communities to

aggressive urban speculation.

The following chapter enquires on agency and control by deconstructing the

master narrative of the smart city and assessing the particularities of its arrival. Upon

identifying several trends in the current relationship between individuals and the sen-

sorial network at the foundation of current conceptions of smart systems, Kevin

Rogan extrapolates—and speculates—a future history of smart urbanism divided into

four stages of development. Combined, these four stages reveal the smart city to be

composed of several threads that are militated towards the construction of

a cohesive grand narrative, or an ideology of intelligence which constructs itself along

three axioms: the economic, the political and the spatial.

In a similar vein, Jonas Breuer, Nils Walravens, Shenja Van der Graaf and

Ilse Mariën question the right to the smart city through the Smart Flanders program

initiated by the Flemish Government (Belgium) from early 2017. The work, taking

Lefebvre as a starting point, analyzes what “smart city” has come to mean and how

the “right to the city” manifests itself within the smart city paradigm.

The work from Renata Tyszczuk concludes this part by looking at how inter-

active scenario-making can question the present and identify possible futures that

acknowledge diversity of perspectives, views and approaches. To prepare for the pro-

spect of uncertain futures, the chapter discusses how to enable societies through col-

laborative infrastructures.

Materiality and spaces

In 1991, Mark Weiser, then chief technology officer at Xerox PARC, famously stated
that “[t]he most profound technologies are those that disappear,” those that “weave

themselves into the fabric of everyday life until they are indistinguishable from it.”28

Weiser was specifically referring to ubiquitous computing, to describe the dissemin-
ation of computer power across everyday objects which would allow computation to

flourish beyond the desktop computer, as well as to “gradually emerge as the dominant
mode of computer access.”29 The deployment of such pervasive, or ubiquitous, com-

puting would become the most fundamental condition for the development of most—if

not all—smart systems in buildings and cities as their basic, underlying infrastructure.

However, while Weiser described a world in which (through the dissemin-

ation of computing power) digital infrastructure would recede into the objects that

compose the fabric of everyday life, the reverse would appear to be occurring, at

least according to the prevailing narratives regarding architectural and urban smart

systems. Not only is one of the myths of these smart systems that the material

dimension of life is increasingly displaced by the immaterial, digital, virtual and simu-

lated, but more often than not the architectural and urban spaces accommodating

these systems are recurrently represented as non-committal, bare volumes of neutral

colors, subdued by the overlaid networks of sensors, flows and interfaces.30
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Despite the ubiquity of such representations, smart ideas, technologies,

spaces and cities crucially do have a material dimension. This part thus shifts our

attention to these often neglected materialities, addressing not only the material infra-

structure that supports these systems (such as switches, cables or data centers), but

also the physical expression of these systems in our surroundings by reflecting on
their specific logics, spaces, appearances and designs. While often forgotten or omit-
ted, the smart revolution is dependent on its physical counterpart. It is shaped by the

physical world and, in turn, is shaping the physical space that we inhabit.

The hype around smart systems has initiated a snowballing of attempts to

define, position and articulate its potentials and its potential downfalls. With an
increasing emphasis on individualization and customization, smart technologies have

the potential to enhance and shape our interaction with the surrounding environment.

From the more visible, touch screens in public spaces and smart lighting, to the more

invisible, embedded sensors, RFID tags, energy monitors, etc. But what do these vis-

ible and invisible interfaces mean for the spatial experience of the urban fabric and

architecture?

The common thread in the contributions is the push for recognizing the

nuance required to connect smart systems in our homes, buildings and cities with

policies and design practices by learning from other fields. In Chapter 12, Delfina Fan-
tini van Ditmar develops an account of how a broad range of smart devices and their

algorithmic logic permeate domestic architecture. Through Isabelle Stengers’ figure of
the idiot van Ditmar reflects on this invasion to shift attention to wider questions
which are frequently overlooked. The chapter from Geeta Mehta, Shreya Malu and

Merlyn Mathew pushes for positioning the importance of social and ecological capital,

and social and ecological justice, within smart cities. Similarly, Dietmar Offenhuber

and Sam Auinger untangle the necessity to explore cultural, personal and economic

relationships related to embedding sound sensing within smart city applications. Maya

Przybylski follows this by arguing that, from an architectural perspective, it is import-

ant to shift attention to the material implications of the digital technologies. In conse-

quence she calls for architectural designers that have the capacity to control both the

hard and the soft implications of their design work. Sanna Lehtinen and Vesa Vihan-

ninjoki then discuss how learning from urban aesthetics can help better articulate

technological experiences in the urban sphere.

Beyond proposing ways in which our understanding of smart systems in our

buildings and cities can be productively expanded from other fields, these contribu-
tions sketch a clearer understanding of the material implications of the smart trans-

formation at various scales. From workplace to public space, from dwelling to city.

Networks and nodes

Beyond having been identified as the social morphology and cultural logic of our cur-
rent societies, networks—and the connectivity allowed by them—are commonly
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recognized as the basic underlying condition for any smart system. The political, eco-

nomic, cultural and social changes brought about by the spread of networked digital

information are thus further exacerbated by the deployment of architectural and urban

smart systems.

As Jan van Dijk has famously demonstrated, the “division of power is one

of the most important social aspects in the design and use of communication net-

works,” since networks are “by no means technically or politically neutral.”31 As

such, the positioning toward—and enabled by—networks becomes of vital importance

within a smart environment. Central or peripheral, connected or disconnected,

included or excluded, become the defining conditions within a networked environ-
ment, far more important than the information or data that they carry.32

Notably, despite grand promises of symmetrical, ahierarchical organizations

of peer-to-peer connectivity, most architectural and urban smart systems have been

organized (and devised) within a logic of centralization and top-down control. While

those promises remain largely unfulfilled, the potential to achieve them remains

within the networked-systems’ very structure, as the organization of a network

enables both centralization and decentralization. In short, the dispersed condition of

networks allows centers, nodes and terminals to be connected in alternative ways,

thus also facilitating ahierarchical structures that empower their many different actors.

In this capacity to connect nodes and terminals in alternative ways, how-

ever, lies another flashpoint for further discussion, as the nature of the nodes being
connected is equally worthy of attention. Specifically, within architectural and urban
smart systems, individuals have become the most crucial nodes, connected in asym-

metric relations with other individuals and systems. By being responsive, individuals

also have the capacity to shape the network around them.

Perhaps the best example of this condition is that of customization (of

amenities, services, experiences and even spaces) enabled by the data flowing
through the networks for the sake of convenience. Customization, however, often

leads to personalization which can culminate in an overbearing individualization. At its

extreme, unbalanced individualization can render common values and visions impos-

sible. As individuals come to inhabit echo chambers and filter bubbles of intellectual
isolation, if unchecked, architectural and urban smart systems may lead to an individu-

alization of what had previously remained a collective experience.33

While individualized experiences can certainly be convenient and appealing

to the individual, the atomization necessary for their deployment may have rather

somber consequences for the public sphere and public life. At its extreme, atomiza-

tion not only threatens collective identity, but without the common ground of

a shared public life, it also threatens the very foundation of an inclusive society. This

part thus explores the paradox of prevalent smart systems in which networks of

instruments and data are organized towards top-down systematization of processes,

but in which the dispersed condition of those networks also allows for nodes and ter-

minals to be connected in alternative ways, thus also establishing ahierarchical struc-

tures that empower their different actors.
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The chapters in this part question the role of the individual within the exist-

ing large tracts of data, ranging from ethics to anonymization. This discussion is intro-

duced by Silvio Carta, Rebecca Onafuye and Pieter de Kock who question new forms

of publicness in the age of big data. By looking at open datasets from different cities,

the paper positions technology as a tool through which to change relationships that

individuals have with themselves and with the built environment.

In Chapter 18 Shin Alexandre Koseki discusses how big data and artificial
intelligence could change the understanding and planning of urban places in a way

that could be beneficial for citizens. Koseki proposes a transdisciplinary model of
human agency to operationalize future research in social science and computational

social science for urban planning and policy making.

In the concluding chapter, Fiona McDermott considers how the widespread

car mobility since the 1960s reordered city streets, urban form, land use and society

at large. From this perspective she argues for a reflective and critical thinking in the
development of autonomous vehicles in the urban environment.

Conclusion

The future direction of architecture and cities is largely shaped by the discourses and

practices that become prevalent and thus push specific agendas. To a large extent these
are strategically launched by specific actors and coalitions with vested interests. To this
effect it is of paramount importance to reflect on, and engage with, potential future direc-
tions that are enabled through smart technologies. The smart transition is not a technical

fix that simply applies a solution to a problem. Rather, this transition is a complex, hetero-
geneous and meaningful endeavor. “Smart” interventions are contested, as they involve

multiple stakeholders that are differently engaged with smart technologies. An interven-

tion might be beneficial for some stakeholders but might become a nightmare for others.
These entanglements require reflection and deliberation with the involved stakeholders.

At this stage it is crucial not only to critically explore “smart architecture”

and “smart city” interpretations, but also to participate in shaping these agendas, by

proactively engaging in these interpretations, and by bringing forth alternative visions

and proposals. How can smart technologies contribute to solve the most pressing

socio-spatial challenges of our times? In what kind of smart architecture and city do

we want to live together in the future? In this quest, architecture and urban design

should play a crucial role. It is through the power of design, understood here in archi-

tecture’s capacity to visualize future scenarios, to make ideas tangible, to help in

aligning diverse stakeholders around a shared vision and thus influence the course of
“smart” developments.

However, this is far from an easy, or straightforward, exercise, but rather

one that starts by accepting that the city and its architecture is determined through

negotiations between different actors in many divergent ways. As evidenced by the

contributions in this book, the notion of “smart” needs to be broadened. It must
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address how social, cultural and political impacts differ based on cultures and geog-

raphies, and allow for the concept of smart systems in architecture and the city to

move beyond mere data and a one-size-fits-all model.

Notes

1 Aldous Huxley. 2006. Brave New World (Harper Perennial Modern Classics: London).
2 In Brave New World, the phrase “history is bunk” is uttered by Mustapha Mond, the Controller and
one of the most powerful proponents of the World State, but is attributed to Henry Ford. With this
saying, the World State Controller is asking his citizens to ignore the lessons of the past in order to
live in the present and focus on future progress. Furthermore, Mond is concerned that the discus-
sion of history may introduce undesired ideas that might make people think and reflect on their own
condition, thus potentially destabilizing the system enacted by the World State. Huxley, 34.

3 See https://brainporteindhoven.com (accessed May 10, 2019).
4 In Eindhoven’s city center the presence of networked sensors and systems has been nothing short
of ubiquitous, most notably with the program Eindhoven’s Citybeacons, which, while appearing as
simple infotainment devices and WiFi beacons, also have an “invisible policing presence with six
smart cameras, 64 microphones and 22 lampposts with adjustable lighting,” all hidden from view
(see Josh Plough, ‘Criticism in the city’ (Onomatopee Projects, 2018). In the nearby municipality of
Helmond, Brainport Eindhoven is spearheading the construction of the Brainport Smart District,
a “smart living and working district in which the urban environment is designed in conjunction with
new transport, health, energy generation and storage and circular building technologies.” See
https://brainportsmartdistrict.nl/en/(accessed May 10, 2019).

5 Jacob Voorthuis, Head of the School of Architecture, Urban Design and Engineering at TU/e, open-
ing speech of the conference.

6 Anthony M. Townsend. 2014. Smart Cities: Big Data, Civic Hackers, and the Quest for a New
Utopia (W.W. Norton & Company, Inc.: New York), 15.

7 Jenifer Booten. 2015. ‘Big corporations see big money as growing cities turn to tech’. In Market
Watch, September 17, www.marketwatch.com/story/big-corporations-see-big-money-as-growing-
cities-turn-to-tech-2015-09-17.

8 Please see the work of: March, Hug, and Ramon Ribera-Fumaz. 2016. ‘Smart contradictions: The polit-
ics of making Barcelona a self-sufficient city’, European Urban and Regional Studies, 23(4): 816–830,
doi.org/10.1177/0969776414554488; Vanolo, A. 2014. ‘Whose smart city?’, Accessed 10 January,
www.opendemocracy.net/en/opensecurity/whose-smart-city/; Kitchin, Rob. 2015. ‘Making sense of
smart cities: Addressing present shortcomings’, Cambridge Journal of Regions, Economy and Society,
8: 131–136.

9 Please see the work of: Crang, Mike, and Stephen Graham. 2007. ‘Sentient cities: Ambient intelli-
gence and the politics of urban space’, Information, Communication & Society, 10: 789–817; Hol-
lands, Robert G. 2008. ‘Will the real smart city please stand up? Intelligent, progressive or
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Architecture, and the Future of Urban Space (MIT Press: Cambridge, MA).

10 Rem Koolhaas, ‘The smart landscape: Intelligent architecture’, artforum.com, April 2015, https://
artforum.com/inprint/issue=201504&id=50735 (accessed April 25, 2019).

11 Ibid.
12 Nicholas Negroponte. 1973. The Architecture Machine: Toward a More Human Environment (MIT
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15 Ibid., 24.
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17 March, Hug, and Ramon Ribera-Fumaz. 2016. ‘Smart contradictions: The politics of making Barcelona
a self-sufficient city’, European Urban and Regional Studies, 23(4): 816–830, doi.org/10.1177/
0969776414554488.

18 Feenberg, Andrew. 1999. Questioning Technology (Routledge: London; New York), xiii.
19 Ibid., xi–xii.
20 Ibid., 24., xiii.
21 Adam Greenfield. 2013. ‘The smart city replicates in tone, tenor, form and substance most if not all
of the blunders we associate with the discredited high-modernist urban planning techniques of the
twentieth century’, in Against the Smart City, 1.3 edition (Do Projects).
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22 More, Thomas. 1997. Utopia (Routledge: London).
23 Pedro Gadanho, João Laia, and Susana Ventura (eds). 2017. Utopia/Dystopia: A Paradigm Shift in
Art and Architecture (Mousse Publishing: Milan).

24 Many have discussed the parallels between Bentham’s Panopticon model and Foucault’s disciplin-
ary societies, but few have matched the clarity of Robin Evans’ inquiry. See Robin Evans. 1971.
‘Bentham’s panopticon: An incident in the social history of architecture’, AAQ: Architectural Associ-
ation Quarterly 3(2): 21–37.

25 Gilles Deleuze. 1992. ‘Postscript on the societies of control’, October, 59: 3–7.
26 Michel Foucault. 1995. Discipline and Punish: The Birth of the Prison (Vintage Books: New York).
27 Gilles Deleuze. 1992. ‘Postscript on the Societies of Control’, October, 59: 3–7, 4.
28 Mark Weiser. 1991. ‘The computer for the 21st century’, Scientific American, 265(3): 94–105, 94.
29 In what would appear to have become the dictum for the proponents of architectural and urban
smart systems, Weiser went on to claim that, “ubiquitous computing [would] produce nothing fun-
damentally new, but by making everything faster and easier to do, with less strain and fewer
mental gymnastics, it will transform what is apparently possible.” Mark Weiser. 1991. ‘The com-
puter for the 21st century’, Scientific American 265(3): 104.

30 Antoine Picon. 2018. ‘Urban infrastructure, imagination and politics: From the networked metropolis
to the smart city’, International Journal of Urban and Regional Research, 42: 263–275.

31 Dijk, Jan van. 2012. The Network Society (SAGE: London), 95.
32 As McLuhan has so forcefully demonstrated, the introduction of new systems, or media, has
decisive impact on the “patterns of human association” as its cultural logic shapes the restructuring
of society. Marshall McLuhan. 2003. ‘The medium is the message’, in Understanding Media: The
Extensions of Man, ed. W. Terrence Gordon (Gingko Press: Corte Madera), 7–21.

33 For a more detailed account of the ‘filter bubble,’ see Eli Pariser. 2011. The Filter Bubble: What the
Internet Is Hiding from You (Penguin Press: New York).
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